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We just wanted to know whether you installed the extension successfully.

If you need some help, or have any questions or suggestions about our product, we
would be happy to hear from you - services@decimadigital.com
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Solution Description

Abandoned Cart Discounts is a Decima Digital extension for Magento 2 designed
to reduce shopping cart abandonment and create personalized marketing emails.

With this extension, Magento users can create and automatically send
personalized discount coupons to their customers who abandoned the cart.

You can manage when to send an email and the discount amount depending on the
abandoned cart size.

Plus, the extension automatically creates all the necessary cart rules, so you need to
customize it according to your business needs.

Solution Assumption

Design Theming and development was done based on Magento’s best practices
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Technical Details

Abandoned Cart Coupons extension allows users to create the discount coupons'
automatic mailing for clients who abandon their shopping cart.

Magento users can configure the time for the email campaign and the discount
coupon amount depending on the abandoned cart size.

The extension is fully customizable from the admin panel, so users can set up all the
essentials elements for the email campaign and boost the checkout conversion rate.

Extension Settings

Step 1: Login to the admin panel

Step 2: Go to the Stores > Configuration

Stores > Configuration
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Step 3: Choose Decima Digital > Abandoned Carts in the left sidebar
Choose Decima Digital > Abandoned Carts in the left sidebar

Step 4: Add all the necessary numbers to the corresponding fields
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Note! Under the field you will see a detailed description as a hint what value to
enter.

Step 6: Save and clear the cache

Enjoy Results!

Cart Rules usage
The Cart Rules are necessary for coupon generation. After the
extension is downloaded, the cart rules are created automatically (you
can change the numbers any time you want).

To be sure the coupon is generated, always keep the “Coupon” option set to
“Specific Coupon” and check if the “Use Auto Generation” option is selected in the
cart rule settings.

Step 1: Login to the admin panel
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Step 2: Go to the Cart Price Rules

Marketing > Cart Price Rules

Step 3: Choose the necessary Cart Rule.

Step 4: Check the settings
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Step 5: Save and clear the cache

Enjoy Results!

The First Email: Review Abandoned Cart

The Second Email: Coupon Creation
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Manual Launch Via Console API

1. Review abandoned carts and send mail to owners:
bin/magento decimadigital:abandon-carts:review-carts

What does the command do:
- Reminds about abandoned carts older than 2 days via email.
- Assigns discount to abandoned carts older than 10 days.

2. Delete expired coupons that are applied to abandon carts and elder then "3"
days:

decimadigital:abandon-carts:delete-coupons

About Decima Digital

Decima digital is a highly skilled team of top Magento talents and developers with 15
years’ experience with Magento and Fortune 100 companies in the development
portfolio. From scope to design to development, we have vast expertise in building
successful Magento sites that increase customer acquisition, conversion rates, and
ROI.

If you have any questions, contact us:

services@decimadigital.com

+372 712 33 30
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